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Policy 

 
Aim 

The aim of this policy is to ensure grading is fair, effective and in the best interests of each player and the club. 

As Netball is a graded sport, the aim of grading is to form teams which have a balanced group of players of similar 
ability across all playing positions. We select teams to ensure the best chance of success, the greatest level of 
enjoyment and the highest potential for individual player development during each season. The process will also be 
influenced by the number of registered players in any particular season or age group.  

Grading 

Grading is a 5 step process of establishing the number and composition of Beacon Hill Netball Club (BHNC) teams 
to compete in the Manly Warringah Netball Association (MWNA) competition.  
 
Grading is influenced by the following key factors:  
 
• The current structure (age and grade levels) of the MWNA competition  
• MWNA by-laws concerning age limitations in all divisions  
• The number and ages of players registered with BHNC 
 
BHNC grades all players from ages 10yrs to 17yrs depending on number of teams per age group i.e. if there is 1 
team in an age group, grading would not take place. This applies to both re-registering players and new players.  
Players new to the Club are assessed on their performance at practical grading days, their grade and success from 
the previous season and Club, and if they wish, they may bring an evaluation/recommendation from their previous 
coach and Club.  
 
Players aged 8 and 9 years of age will not be graded. Requests to play with friends will be accommodated where 
possible depending on overall registrations in that age group. Requests relating to team placement of 8 and 9 year 
olds need to be notified in writing during the registration process and will be considered by the Junior Registrar.  
 
While players in Seniors are predominantly block registrations, BHNC reserves the right to practically grade if 
necessary.   The club reserves the right to place an individual into a block team as required. 
 
Whilst the BHNC committee is keen to maintain the important elements of fun and enjoyment of the game, there 
are reasons, which support the need for grading.  
 
These include: 
 
• To form teams which will be competitive in their assigned grades 
• To place players, wherever possible, in a team most appropriate to their ability that compliments the team 
• To offer opportunities to players to achieve at a higher skill level than would be possible if grading did not occur  
 

Principles of Grading 
 
BHNC aim to adhere to the following principles when grading: 
 
• Open and transparent  
• Maintain confidentiality  
• Select the best team  
• Run effective grading sessions  
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Grading 5 Step Process  

Grading is an ongoing process and draws extensively on information from the previous season as well as the Club 
grading day/days which mostly take place at the beginning of each season. There are five components to grading:  
 
1. Coaches Reports 

At the end of the season each coach provides a written evaluation of each player’s skill, fitness, commitment to and 
attendance at training and games, teamwork and attitude. This report is confidential and not available to players or 
parents.  

2.   Season Assessments 
 
During the season, committee appointed assessors may attend various games and report their observations of 
each player’s skill level in a real game situation.  
 
3. Paper Grading  
 
Prior to practical grading the coaching convenor provides the graders the paper grading outcomes based from 
coaches reports and season assessments.  They place players into teams for the practical grading session to ensure 
an organised and well run session.  
 
4. Practical Grading  
 
All players must be registered with BHNC for the current season before attending practical grading days. 
 
On grading day/s the coaching convenor invites a minimum of 3 independent graders (from either within the club 
or external to the club) and always an odd number of graders, who are experienced players and/or coaches, to 
assess each player in their nominated positions.  
 
In forming teams, the Graders will take into consideration the Coaches reports, season assessments, paper grading 
and play observed at practical grading, while also prioritising that a netball team requires a balance of height, 
agility and ball skills, as well as defenders, centre court and shooters.  
 
Players are expected to attend practical grading as it is one of the most essential components in preparing for a 
successful season.  However, we understand that in exceptional circumstances, this is not always possible.  In these 
cases, players will be either asked to attend another age groups grading day or they will be paper graded into a 
team.  If a player is unable to attend practical grading, the player’s parent/guardian must notify the Registrar in 
writing prior to grading day. 
 
If the committee chooses not to practical grade an age group in any given year, the players will be graded using 
coaches reports, season assessments and paper grading. 
 
5. Grading Outcome 
 
Independent graders finalise the teams after discussion with the coaching convenor where required and provide 
the final team lists to the President and/or Secretary on Grading Day.  A meeting is then formed with the 
Registrars, Coaching Convenor, Secretary and President following the Grading outcome to finalise team lists. 
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Please note that generally, players will be graded into their own age group however, on occasion, players may be 
requested by BHNC to play in a higher age group.  This may occur when the required numbers for a team are not 
reached or if a certain skill match was required. 
 
The club secretary will announce the teams on the BHNC web site. 
 
BHNC propose a grade for each team to MWNA. 
 
In the case of the 10 year olds the newly formed teams then attend a MWNA association grading day to ascertain 
their final team grade for the season.   
 
All other age teams are paper graded by MWNA based on previous year results and make up of team players. 
 
Any player who registers late to BHNC and misses practical grading will be assessed by club nominated graders and 
placed in the appropriate team.   
 
If a player leaves BHNC during the season and this creates an opening in their team, the next listed player as part of 
the grading outcome will be eligible to move up into the vacant slot if deemed necessary by the BHNC committee. 
 

Grading Selection Criteria 
 
Players may be assessed against the following criteria: 
 
• Physical Potential – height, speed, power, agility, balance, co-ordination, acceleration, change of direction, 
jumping, leaping 
• Basic Skills – movement, footwork, catching, throwing, attacking, defending, shooting (if relevant), netball 
decision making 
• Fitness 
• Character & Attitude as obtained from coaches reports and any observations on the practical grading day/s 

 

Appeals 

The process of grading takes many hours of volunteers’ time and, once the teams are communicated, it is very 
difficult to change decisions without a knock-on effect to other players and teams within the given age group. 

Players and parents should be aware that success for a team one year does not ensure they will stay together the 
following year. Due to the nature of change, new player registrations and differing development rates of all players 
from season to season, movement between teams will most likely always occur. 

Players and parents are urged to be objective and reasonable in their expectations and to encourage their children 
to be happy in their chosen sport no matter what team they are ultimately placed in.  

Once the season starts, players usually settle in quickly and enjoy their netball and the support of parents is greatly 
promoted to ensure this occurs smoothly. Players and parents alike are encouraged to enjoy the experience of 
making new friendships when team changes occur. 

If after considering the above, you still have concerns, appeals can be put in writing within 48hrs of the team 
announcement to the club secretary at bhillnetball@gmail.com which will be considered by the committee and 
responded to as quickly as possible.  No appeals will be accepted in person or by phone. 
 
Players are not eligible for refund should they deregister due to team placements.   
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Supporting Documents 
 
Selection Criteria – 15 & Under 
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Selection Criteria – 19 & Under 
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